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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Strike releases holder mount for rugged Samsung Galaxy Xcover 3
BRISBANE, August 25, 2015 – Mobile tech giant Samsung launched their latest rugged phone
the Samsung Galaxy Xcover 3 in March 2015. The market has seen a large increase in the
demand for smartphones that can withstand tough working conditions. Such devices are
water, and dust resistant and are beneficial to those who work in challenging environments.
Hands-free tech company Strike Group has designed a phone holder specifically made for
the Samsung Galaxy Xcover 3.
Having a Strike Alpha Cradle mounted inside your vehicle not only keeps your device
charged, but also complies with the UK road laws for mobile phone usage whilst driving.
Strike road tested the battery and power capabilities of the Samsung Xcover 3 in a Strike
Alpha Cradle. Multiple energy consuming apps were run on the device. Despite all the
applications being used simultaneously, the phone was able to acquire 1% in battery
charge every 3 minutes.
The superior charging output of the Strike Alpha Cradle allows the smartphone to be
charged whilst being used behind the wheel. The phone holder comes with a built-in 3amp
charger for the professionally installed version, and a 2.4amp output for DIY version, which is
vital for enterprise grade products.
Aside from the phenomenal charging capability of the Strike Alpha Cradle, the phone
holder also has a built-in internal passive antenna to help improve your mobile reception
once paired with a reputable external antenna.
To view the Samsung Galaxy Xcover 3 Road Test Video, see the Youtube link below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cn_DPteLqiw
To view the full range of Strike Alpha Cradle for Samsung Galaxy Xcover 3, visit
http://www.strike.com.au/products/Samsung-Galaxy-Xcover-3-Holders.
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